Lack of standard response criteria in clinical trials for medulloblastoma and other seeding tumors complicates assessment of therapeutic efficacy and comparisons across studies. An international working group was established to develop consensus recommendations for response assessment. The aim is that these recommendations be prospectively evaluated in clinical trials, with the goal of achieving more reliable risk stratification and uniformity across clinical trials. Current practices and literature review were performed to identify major confounding issues and justify subsequently developed recommendations; in areas lacking scientific investigations, recommendations were based on experience of committee members and consensus was reached after discussion. Recommendations apply to both adult and pediatric patients with medulloblastoma and other seeding tumors. Response should be assessed using MR imaging (brain and spine), CSF cytology, and neurologic examination. Clinical imaging standards with minimum mandatory sequence acquisition that optimizes detection of leptomeningeal metastases are defined. We recommend central review prior to inclusion in treatment cohorts to ensure appropriate risk stratification and cohort inclusion. Consensus recommendations and response definitions for patients with medulloblastomas and other seeding tumors have been established; as with other Response Assessment in Neuro-Oncology recommendations, these need to now be prospectively validated in clinical trials.
Medulloblastomas (MBL) are malignant embryonal tumors of the cerebellum with a propensity to invade and disseminate in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). They are among the most common CNS tumors of childhood, accounting for 10%-15% of pediatric CNS tumors. 1 Although relatively rare, MBL can also affect adults. Over the past 5 years, considerable advances have been made in understanding MBL biology; distinct molecular subgroups have been identified, 2 and the recent World Health Organization update has incorporated histological and molecular schemes into the classification of MBL. 3 Clinical trials incorporating biologic and molecular features and risk stratification are being developed, making accurate disease assessment and determination of response to therapy critical.
Determination of disease assessment and response to therapy has relied heavily on MRI, although clinical examination and CSF analysis are also considered. MBL have a variable appearance on MRI (Fig. 1) . They are typically hypointense or isointense on T1-and T2-weighted imaging. The tumors may be homogeneous, although some display heterogeneous enhancement, intratumoral cysts, and necrotic foci. 4 Because most tumors comprise compact tumor cells, diffusion is restricted, resulting in decreased apparent diffusion coefficient values. 5 Leptomeningeal dissemination may be noted at diagnosis or throughout the course of the disease.
Patients with MBL are generally treated with surgical resection of the primary mass, followed by craniospinal radiation therapy and chemotherapy. Attempts have been made to reduce dose intensity, particularly for average-or low-risk pediatric patients, due to significant treatment-related adverse effects. Known risk factors, such as significant postresection residual tumor and metastatic/leptomeningeal disease, are critically important to characterize in order to stratify patients enrolled on clinical trials appropriately. Uniform criteria to assess disease burden and response evaluation are also essential to compare results across trials. However, there is currently no single standardized imaging protocol, no recommendations for timing to obtain scans, no radiographic standards to evaluate leptomeningeal disease, and no clinical standards to investigate CSF cytology.
The need for meticulous imaging techniques in patients with MBL was well demonstrated in the Children's Oncology Group ACNS9961 study. 6 In this study of average-risk MBL, patients who were determined at central neuroradiology review to have no dissemination or significant postoperative residual disease and who had good quality staging imaging studies (ie, "fully assessable" cases) had an 83% 5-year event-free survival. In contrast, patients with metastatic deposits at diagnosis who were overlooked fared much worse, with a 5-year event-free survival of 36%; patients with excess residual tumor after surgery had a 5-year event-free survival of 75%; patients with inadequate staging imaging studies had a 5-year event-free survival of 73%-that is, all inferior to the fully assessable group (Fig. 2) .
Optimizing the conduct of clinical trials involves use of consistent, objective disease assessments and standardized response criteria. The Response Assessment in Pediatric Neuro-Oncology (RAPNO) committee, consisting of an international panel of pediatric and adult neuro-oncologists, clinicians, radiologists, radiation oncologists, and neurosurgeons, was established to address issues and unique challenges in assessing response in children with CNS tumors. 7 A subcommittee of RAPNO was formed to specifically address response assessment in children and adults with MBL and other CSF seeding tumors and to develop a consensus on recommendations for response assessment that can then be prospectively evaluated in clinical trials. The committee first identified major confounding issues, reviewed the literature and current practices, and subsequently developed recommendations. 
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Issues with Response Assessment in Medulloblastoma
In addition to general issues with assessing response in patients with CNS tumors, patients with MBL present distinct challenges, described below.
Different Patient Populations
While MBL is considered one of the most common pediatric malignant CNS tumors, it also occurs in adults, accounting for 2% of CNS tumors in adults age 20-34 years, and an overall incidence in adults of 0.5-1 per million. 8, 9 Diagnostic evaluations, treatment, and follow-up assessments may differ between adult and pediatric patients with similar disease processes.
Disease Classification and Subclassification
In efforts to identify prognostic factors and patients with high-or low-risk disease, several methods of classification and subclassification for MBL have been developed. Historically, patients have been classified as average or high-risk based on disease staging using the Chang classification, which incorporates age, postresection tumor size, CSF cytology, and CNS and extra-CNS metastases. 10, 11 MBL are also subclassified histologically as classic; nodular or desmoplastic; with extensive nodularity; or as anaplastic/large cell variants. Most recently, MBL have been subcategorized based upon genomic findings into 4 groups, including WNT, sonic hedgehog, Group 3 (classic), and Group 4. 2 Interestingly, preliminary studies suggest imaging may differ by subgroup, although analysis of larger cohorts is needed. 12 Current treatment strategies differ for average-versus high-risk groups based on Chang or Chang-modified criteria, and prospective clinical trials incorporating the recent genomic subgrouping are being developed. At this time, no specific imaging criteria are used to delineate prognostic subgroups or disease cohorts.
Tendency to Metastasize Throughout CNS
MBL frequently metastasize throughout the CNS. Multiple lesions, both nodular and laminar, may be present in the brain and spine (Fig. 3) . The presence of metastases influences prognosis and therapeutic decisions. Patients are generally assessed for metastatic dissemination by postcontrast spine MRI as well as CSF cytology, as the sensitivity of each alone is thought to be relatively low, although somewhat improved when both are used. 13 However, absolute quantification of tumor cells in the CSF is complex and rarely performed and its interpretation is unclear. CSF cytology is generally a qualitative study, with tumor cells assessed as present or absent. No standards exist for timing, volume, or location of CSF acquisition. 
Defining Baseline Scans
Patients with posterior fossa tumors frequently present emergently with signs and symptoms of increased intracranial pressure due to obstructive hydrocephalus. Rapid preoperative imaging includes CT and/or MRI to detect and characterize the lesion. Appearance on MRI can vary, with mild to diffuse enhancement, cystic components, and calcifications. 14 Maximum safe surgical resection is generally recommended. Several questions arise, then, in defining and measuring tumor size to be used as baseline tumor measurements in clinical trials. Although preoperative scans are used for radiation planning, they do not reflect tumor burden at the time of study entry, yet postoperative scans may have surgical-related artifact.
Neurocognitive Impact
Significant neurocognitive issues emerge in nearly all survivors. Treatment regimens associated with less neurocognitive toxicity would be viewed favorably compared with alternate regimens with otherwise similar response rates or survival outcomes. Assessment of neurocognitive outcome is complicated due to the potential impact of confounding factors such as the presence of increased intracranial pressure or hydrocephalus, surgery, postsurgical complications such as cerebellar mutism, and different sensitivities to radiation therapy and related neurotoxicities.
The RAPNO medulloblastoma subcommittee addressed these issues, reviewed literature and current practices, and developed recommendations with scientific justification where possible. Recommendations for issues not yet scientifically tested were developed based upon experience, current practices, and discussion within the committee. It is important to emphasize that these are recommendations that need to be prospectively tested in appropriate populations as objectives in the next generation of clinical trials.
Recommendations
While there has been an exponential increase in the understanding of the biology of MBL, there is no evidence to date that separate response criteria should apply to different subgroups. There is also no evidence that separate criteria should be developed for adults versus children. Additionally, there is no evidence that separate radiographic or CSF cytology criteria are necessary for other CSF seeding CNS tumors. The common seeding tumors, including germ cell subtypes, choroid plexus tumors, and embryonal tumors such as pineoblastoma, embryonal tumors (previously defined as primitive neuroectodermal tumor [PNET]), and atypical teratoid rhabdoid tumor, can, like medulloblastoma, have variable MRI characteristics and metastasize throughout the brain and spine with diffuse infiltrative, nodular, and/or leptomeningeal spread. Serum or CSF biomarkers have application for some seeding tumors (eg, germ cell tumors) and are considered in response criteria when obtained for these tumors. Otherwise, these recommendations apply to all patients with MBL and other CSF seeding tumors enrolling on clinical trials, and may include newly diagnosed or progressive/recurrent disease. 
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The following methods should be used to assess response: MR imaging (brain and spine), CSF cytology, and neurologic examination. Specific recommendations are presented below.
Imaging Standards for Clinical Trials for MBL and CSF Seeding Tumors
Clinical trials assessing therapeutic efficacy for a specific disease should have uniform criteria for image acquisition and response assessments in order to compare results across studies. Recently, the Brain Tumor Imaging Standardization Steering Committee recommended a standardized brain MRI protocol to be used for endpoints primarily in clinical trials of adult patients with glioblastoma. 15 These recommendations were based on the principle of balancing compliance, acquisition feasibility, and quality of data acquired from imaging centers ranging from small community medical or imaging centers to large university research hospitals. While uniform acquisition criteria are ideal, implementing these recommendations for patients with MBL and other seeding tumors may prove difficult. Given the tendency for leptomeningeal dissemination, imaging of the spine is performed at relatively frequent intervals in this population compared with adults with glioma. Children frequently need sedation to obtain adequate MR images free of significant motion artifacts. In efforts to avoid multiple imaging sessions and reduce anesthesia risk, brain and spine images are frequently acquired during the same imaging session. How images obtained in a single session compare with images of brain and spine from patients who have been imaged in different sessions is unknown.
As recommended by the Brain Tumor Imaging Standardization Steering Committee, clinical trials should have prespecified imaging parameters, and patients should be assessed with the same method and magnet strength throughout the trial. 15 In keeping with the principles of maximizing compliance and imaging quality across imaging centers with varied capacity, and standardizing imaging-based risk and response assessment in patients with leptomeningeal seeding tumors, the RAPNO committee recommends image acquisition utilizing common sequences readily available at most centers to address the primary study endpoints. Additional imaging sequences may be added at sites with capability in efforts to address specific additional research objectives. The following imaging techniques and sequences are recommended.
Brain Imaging
Basic characterization of the tumor is achieved with T1, T2, fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR), diffusion, and postcontrast T1-weighted images (Table 1) . Pre-and postcontrast T1-weighted images should be obtained. T1-weighted image acquisition utilizing isotropic volume Diffusion-weighted sequences should be routinely acquired, as hypercellular tumors (such as medulloblastoma) present with hyperintense signal on diffusion images. Both the primary tumor site and metastatic deposits can be identified as high signal intensity lesions on the diffusion images. [16] [17] [18] T2-weighted FLAIR images are preferably obtained after contrast administration, as contrast-enhanced T2 FLAIR images are very sensitive to the presence of leptomeningeal disease, including metastatic lesions. 19, 20 Timing of Postoperative Brain MRI MRI evaluation for residual tumor is best performed within 72 hours postoperatively. Intraoperative MRI should not be considered a substitute for the baseline postsurgical brain MRI. If there are extensive parenchymal postsurgical changes that may obscure residual tumor, a second brain MRI approximately 2-3 weeks after surgery is recommended. Follow-up brain MRI for assessment of response should be performed every 2 cycles, with possible exceptions depending on timing of anticipated effects of therapy (eg, immunotherapy), but no less frequently than every 3 months.
Spine Imaging
There is little information in the literature regarding standards for spinal leptomeningeal tumor screening. It was recognized by the committee that practice and experience of individual institutions differ, studies optimizing and comparing these techniques are currently limited, and further evaluations as secondary objectives within a clinical trial are warranted. However, standards for uniform acquisition and quality control should be incorporated into clinical trials, and the following recommendations are made:
For detection of small spinal leptomeningeal deposits, postcontrast T1-weighted images, free of pulsation and physiologic motion artifacts within the CSF-containing spaces, are essential. In addition, 3D myelographic T2-weighted images can highlight small metastatic deposits that are not well visualized on the T1-weighted images. High quality T1 images (with low intensity, homogeneous CSF signal) and myelographic T2 images can be difficult to produce in children, especially younger ones, as the pulsatility of CSF is much greater in children than in adults.
Imaging of the spine can be performed immediately following brain MRI, with T1-weighted series acquired first, followed by the T2-weighted images. An additional injection of intravenous contrast is not required (or recommended), as all T1-weighted spine imaging can usually be acquired within 45 minutes of initial contrast administration using the recommended sequences. For postcontrast sagittal T1-weighted imaging, slice thickness ≤3 mm and minimal or no gap are optimal. To minimize motion artifacts from the chest and abdomen, anterior saturation pulses should be placed close to the anterior margin of the spinal column. 21 Postcontrast axial T1-weighted images should be free of CSF pulsation artifacts. Axial 3D volume-interpolated gradient recalled echo sequences (ie, volume interpolated breathhold examination [VIBE]/ liver acquisition with volume acceleration [LAVA]/T1 high resolution isotropic volume excitation [THRIVE]) provide excellent resolution with minimal CSF pulsation artifacts. 22 For 2D SE techniques, the image order acquisition should be consecutive, not interleaved (as explained above in the "Brain Imaging" section); interleaved acquisitions are sometimes degraded by prominent CSF pulsation artifacts and therefore their routine use is not recommended. Maximum image thickness should be 4 mm (5 mm for larger patients). As pulsation artifacts are frequently observed in the spine, suspicious signal abnormalities in the subarachnoid spaces seen only in one plane may not represent metastatic dissemination; this can be confirmed on myelographic T2 images.
For myelographic T2 images, thin (1 mm) 3D sagittal acquisitions are preferred, as they produce more reliable myelographic effects than 2D FSE/TSE techniques. Fast imaging employing steady state acquisition (FIESTA)/true fast imaging with steady-state precession (FISP)/balanced FFE usually produce excellent myelographic effects but can be sensitive to susceptibility effects. Three-dimensional T2-weighted FSE/TSE sequences (SPACE/Cube/VISTA) generally produce good myelographic images with less susceptibility artifacts.
Timing of Spine MRI
Several studies support preoperative screening for leptomeningeal dissemination due to the possibility of obscuring metastases by postoperative sequelae such as subdural collections. 23 , 24 We recommend that preoperative spine
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MRI be used as the baseline spine evaluation in clinical trials when feasible. If not clinically feasible, or if significant motion artifact is present, the baseline spine MRI for clinical trials should be obtained within 72 hours postoperatively. In cases where extensive postoperative enhancing subdural effusions are present, a repeat spine MRI approximately 2-3 weeks postsurgery is recommended.
Currently, there is no standard regarding the timing for follow-up spinal surveillance imaging. Some centers perform spine screening concurrently with brain imaging at defined time points during therapy for MBL, with decreased frequency of screening after completion of therapy; other centers perform spine surveillance less frequently. The frequency is sometimes risk stratified, with higher-risk MBL patients receiving more frequent surveillance. The typical European practice is to perform spine screening at diagnosis, with follow-up only in cases where metastasis is subsequently detected by spine MRI or CSF, or if dictated by symptoms. This practice more closely reflects typical adult spine surveillance imaging practice in the United States. A 2006 study of 73 children with MBL/PNET found that of 19 subjects with leptomeningeal recurrence, none had isolated spinal disease on imaging and only 7 were symptomatic. 25 In a more recent study of 89 children with MBL, 51 had relapsed in the brain, while 5/89 (7%) had isolated spinal leptomeningeal metastasis. 26 Neither study described imaging parameters such as slice thickness or gap; thus, the influence of imaging quality on detection rate cannot be assessed. In a study of 297 children with MBL on the German Hirntumoren (HIT) trial, up to 20% had isolated spinal metastasis (personal communication, Dr Monika Warmuth-Metz).
The development of recommendations for spine surveillance may be confounded by differences in patterns and timing of metastases between MBL subtypes. For example, a 2013 multicenter study found that the sonic hedgehog group had a higher propensity for local recurrence, while Groups 3 and 4 subgroups had more frequent leptomeningeal recurrences. Nonetheless, isolated spinal metastases were noted in all 3 subgroups, and some recurred relatively late. Although the current literature is sparse, a relatively high incidence of isolated spine metastasis, coupled with a low incidence of associated symptoms in children with MBL, support risk-stratified spinal surveillance MRI, particularly in high-risk groups during the first 3 to 4 years after diagnosis. 26, 27 However, there is no consistent data from large cohorts to recommend timing for MBL subtype-specific spine surveillance imaging at this time. Therefore, at present, the committee recommends surveillance spine imaging to be done concurrently with brain imaging in patients with initially positive radiographic findings or positive CSF cytology at baseline, and repeat spine imaging in patients with new spine symptoms.
Quality Control for Imaging
Retrospective evaluations of MRI of patients with MBL entered on clinical trials have shown a significant rate of discordance between local centers and central reviewers regarding residual disease and presence of metastatic disease. In the previously discussed ACNS9961 trial for average-risk patients, 7% of enrolled patients were found to have either excess residual disease (n = 15 of 405 evaluated) or dissemination (n = 15 of 405 evaluated); this was critical, as these patients had decreased event-free survival and therefore affected study results. 6 In a French study, 4% of patients were retrospectively diagnosed as having local residual tumor. 28 In both trials, the number of patients with nonconclusive MRI series due to incomplete or poor quality imaging was high. There were errors in both interpretation (especially for non-enhancing primary lesions) and quality of images (inadequate sequences, movement artifact, lack of imaging in 2 planes, and skip regions). Despite education, there was an essentially identical incidence and pattern of deficiencies noted in review of the first 400+ patients in the Children's Oncology Group successor study, ACNS0331.
Attempts have been made to address the issue of discordant MRI interpretation to avoid enrolling ineligible patients. In the PNET4 trial, a pre-inclusion imaging review was recommended. Of note, patients lacking this central review had a lower event-free survival compared with the cohort of patients for whom absence of metastases and absence of a residual tumor >1.5 cm 2 was centrally confirmed. 29 In the German HIT group, pre-inclusion central MRI review has been established since the 1990s. Data on the HIT-2000 trial show a high rate of divergent results on central neuroradiological upfront review compared with the local radiology reports, with relevant discrepancies described in 171 of 697 (25%) reviewed patients. 30 As the central MRI review is performed upfront, repeat MRI examination is initiated in case of relevant uncertainty regarding clinical staging.
These data demonstrate that reliance on local MRI results is not adequate for clinical trials assessing efficacy of new therapies. Discordant results have an impact on interpretation of clinical trial results and are of relevance for determining optimal treatment for an individual patient. The following are therefore recommended for determining acceptable imaging for use in clinical trials:
• Central review for eligibility by neuroradiologists with expertise in pediatric brain tumor imaging should be mandatory for appropriate risk stratification. We recommend more than one central reviewer, particularly for cases where there is disagreement between the local center and central review. Central review should be performed prior to inclusion in treatment cohorts, ideally within a week after images are submitted for central review.
• Absence of movement artifacts • Available preoperative contrast-enhanced MRI, to allow sufficient delineation of primary tumor and assessment of leptomeningeal metastases • Spinal MRI with full visualization of the dural sac, performed in 2 planes without skip regions and with adequate slice thickness and resolution • Tumor measurements should be made using the sequence that best demonstrates the extent of tumor; non-enhancing and enhancing primary lesions should be measured similarly.
Assessing Leptomeningeal Disease
Patients diagnosed with leptomeningeal metastasis require aggressive therapy to mitigate their poor prognosis. 10, 31, 32 It is crucial to obtain the data to accurately diagnose leptomeningeal disease while avoiding false positive and false negative results. Although leptomeningeal disease is most often diagnosed by MRI or with a CSF sample obtained by either lumbar or an intraventricular collection, 33 diagnosis can be complicated due to variable findings. Studies pertaining to the importance and variability of the CSF sampling site for CSF cytology to rule out leptomeningeal metastasis differ in their conclusions. [34] [35] [36] [37] Although gadolinium-enhanced spinal MRI has been a vital tool in diagnosing leptomeningeal disease for decades, some studies have shown discordance between CSF sampling and MR spinal imaging. 38, 39 Full assessment of leptomeningeal disease should therefore include both adequate MR imaging and CSF cytology. A positive finding in either one is diagnostic of CSF dissemination. 40 The committee recommends the following for assessment of leptomeningeal disease on clinical trials:
• Baseline evaluation: neurologic examination (using a standardized method, if available), CSF cytology/ flow cytometry, and pre-and postcontrast MRI. Radioisotope CSF flow studies should be added for trials with intra-CSF chemotherapy administration. 
Assessment of CSF Cytology
CSF collection for cytology or flow cytometry differs among studies in regard to timing, collection site, and volume of CSF collected. The committee recommends the following for standardization and optimization of leptomeningeal metastases assessment:
Timing CSF sampling should be obtained within 14 days postsurgery. Intraoperative CSF sampling should be avoided, as it may lead to false positives from floating cells that may disseminate during surgery. 38, 41 Conventionally, CSF cytology is generally repeated for confirmation in patients who have a positive CSF after surgery. However, given the variability of CSF sampling, the relative significance of a negative CSF assessment after an initial positive assessment is of unclear prognostic or therapeutic significance. Given these caveats, the committee is recommending that if the CSF obtained within 14 days of surgery is positive for tumor cells, a repeat CSF sample should be obtained at least 15 days postsurgery and prior to initiation of therapy for confirmation. 41 If confirmed positive, in patients with an initial positive CSF cytology, 2 negative samples at least 2 weeks apart are considered a response. 42 
Site
There is some evidence in the literature that directing the site of sampling based on symptoms or radiographic leptomeningeal disease may reduce false negative cytology, 42 although these studies primarily included patients without MBL and results have been mixed. Others propose that, when possible, CSF should be sampled both intraventricularly (eg, Ommaya reservoir) as well as lumbar to reduce false negatives. 37, 42 However, the risks and benefits of these approaches must be weighed, particularly in the pediatric population. For this reason, we recommend lumbar sampling of CSF be performed unless contraindicated.
Volume and Processing
In general, higher CSF sample volumes reduce false negative rates. Again, though, there must be a balance between patient safety and consistent, optimal sampling. For infants and children under 5 years of age, the committee recommends obtaining a minimum CSF volume of 2.5 mL. Higher volumes may be considered in older children and adults. 43 Samples should be cytospun immediately; if not feasible, they should be refrigerated without alcohol and processed as soon as possible and no longer than 24 hours to minimize cell loss. 43 A delay in processing samples makes the sample less viable and can result in false negatives. 43 
Assessing Extra-CNS Metastases
While MBL can metastasize outside the CNS, particularly to bone marrow, the incidence is estimated to be low. Measurement of the degree of bone marrow involvement is unreliable, and the clinical significance of a decline or increase in bone marrow disease beyond present or absent has not been determined. Systemic metastases may be present at diagnosis or may be identified many years later, therefore the optimal timing and frequency of extraneural assessment is unclear. The low incidence, unclear natural history, and unreliable measurements make recommendations for assessment and surveillance of extra-CNS metastases difficult. Therefore, specific recommendations for routine quantitative assessment of extra-CNS metastasis for response are not being made. However, if systemic metastases are suspected or known, they must be reassessed after therapy and be negative to meet complete response criteria.
Quality of Life and Neurocognitive Outcomes
The committee agreed that quality of life (QoL) and cognitive outcomes are critically important in assessing treatment effects, particularly in this population and with the known neurocognitive consequences of craniospinal radiation. However, there are no standard, validated, multilanguage pediatric QoL tests or standardized patient reported outcome measures in pediatrics, hence there may be issues when applying different measures across age groups, and language issues exist particularly for international studies. Effects on QoL and cognition may occur late and although they are considered important outcome
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measures, they are not useful for response evaluation within individual clinical trials. The committee is therefore not making specific recommendations at this time but suggests that future studies prospectively include a select QoL test for validation in multiple languages.
Definitions of Response
Based on the literature, existing practice, and experience, the committee has developed criteria for defining response or progression for patients with MBL and other seeding tumors enrolled on clinical trials (Table 2) . Importantly, all criteria must be met in order to determine objective response and stable disease, while progression is defined when any of the listed criteria are met. If any criterion has not been adequately assessed, such as CSF cytology, objective response is considered indeterminate, although progression may still be determined. If any criterion is not clearly met for disease progression (eg, unclear worsening neurologic examination, increase in tumor measurements but suspected pseudoprogression), discretion may be used to retain a patient on study until disease progression is definitive, but the date of progression should be backdated to the initial questionable time point if ultimately confirmed on subsequent assessments.
For imaging studies, the size of a measurable lesion at baseline should be at least 2 times the thickness of the slices showing the tumor (adding the interslice gap). Patients should be assessed using the same method and Abbreviations: AFP, alpha-fetoprotein; βhCG, beta human chorionic gonadotropin. *If it is unclear that the patient has disease progression, it may be a reasonable option to keep the patient on study until subsequent assessments (eg, MRI, CSF cytology) confirm progression. If subsequent testing confirms progression, the date of progression should be backdated to the onset of neurologic deterioration.
magnet strength throughout the study. If multiple measurable lesions are present, up to 4 target lesions should be selected to follow for response assessment. Standard 2-dimensional measurements (ie, largest tumor diameter and its largest perpendicular) should be used unless otherwise defined in a specific study protocol.
Conclusions
MBL and other CSF seeding tumors embody distinct issues for tumor staging and response assessment. Accurately and adequately determining efficacy of new agents, particularly in the current climate of decreasing therapeutic intensity, is critical. It is important that all clinical trials assessing efficacy do so in a manner in which results can be compared across trials. The recommendations presented here represent an initial effort to uniformly collect and evaluate response assessment criteria; these recommendations can now be incorporated into clinical trials to assess feasibility and corroboration with patient outcomes.
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